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1. Machine created sound produces noise that is  displeasing to human and this is 
described as__________

     	      social problem

     	--->> technological problem

     	      economic problem

     	      urban problem

2. Noise is described as an incoherent sound that is perceived to be annoying  due to 
its loudness and_______

     	      conssonance

     	--->> dissonance

     	      distance

     	      closeness

3. Noise generated by heavy duty loader in a construction site is 
called______________

     	      traffic noise

     	      aircraft air

     	      military noise

     	--->> construction noise

4. Legal instrument in managing the problem of noise pollution is called

     	--->> ordinances

     	      decree

     	      degree

     	      strategy

5. Sound is characterized by frequency and___________
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     	      mode

     	      pulse

     	      love wave

     	--->> wavelength

6. Loudness of a sound is measured in________

     	      metres (m)

     	      kilometres (km)

     	--->> decibels (dB)

     	      feet (ft)

7. Noise Level in office background equals____________

     	      80dB

     	--->> 50dB

     	      105dB

     	      60dB

8. Locomotive engines, horns and whistles generate________________

     	--->> railroad noise

     	      construction noise

     	      educational noise

     	      roof proof noise

9. Acoustic science is majorly concern with_________________

     	      heat

     	      waves

     	--->> sound

     	      height
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10. A comon of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere is____________

     	      water vapour

     	      chlorine

     	--->> Carbon dioxide

     	      oxygen
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